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This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Fun to play the original Mexican lottery, anywhere and anytime! Deal cards with billions of different combinations without repeating cards or winners. Create tablets manually or automatically create tablets from scratch or let the app
automatically fill in your tablet. You can also put your favorite cards and let the autocomplete take over after that. Change the cards before the game so that no one calls you a hoax. Play on any tablet or phone! Keep an eye on each card hand out to check the winnings. Win Settings Change the winning
settings to show different types of wins. Lines, columns, four corners, medium squares, or not at all, it's your choice! You decide how to win! It would be great if you didn't have to scroll to play a few cards at eleven... Maybe 4 per page would work even if the cards were smaller... This is a good app to play
with. One modification would be to add a sound sound to call the cards. One thing that is new is the ability to use for Facebook to live so changes or add-ons need to add numbers around the board. Tiny so far this is the best app I've found. Thank you developer (s) How we can play with friends Developer
website Privacy Support NATIONAL STATE SOCIETY RESOLUTION No 92/006 B.O. Publ. 31/08/2006 Bs. As., 24/08/2006 VISTO File No. 381.550/05 Registration of this state-owned company and, CONSIDERING: What the above dossier dealt with the proposal made jointly by the operators of FIVE
(5) Bingo numbers related to the amendment to the allocation of interest in the prizes that are held. This resolution No. 186/93 and amendments to approve the Rules for the Lotus Family Game, Lotto de Saron or Lotto Bingo, rules establishing the distribution of the percentage awarded prizes. This, as



stated in the previous concert, needs to be amended in accordance with the new commercial reality of the holding in such a way as to maintain the attractiveness to the bookmaker public. That because of the various actions that partially change the regulation of this operation, there is a need
administratively, combining the regulation of the game into a single legal act. Resolutions 186/93 must be repealed by the above; 223/93; 234/93; 267/98; 205/00; 253/00 and Article 1 Of Decree No. 43/999. THAT MARKET MANAGEMENTS, ADMINISTRATION, FISCALIZATION and JURIDICOS
ASUNTOS have intervened. This is dictated by the use of the powers vested in Decree No. 598/990. THUS, DIRECTORY NATIONAL LOTERIA SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO RESOLVES: ARTICLE 1 - Break Down Resolution No. 186/93; 223/93; 234/93; 267/98; 205/00; 253/00 and Article 1 Resolution
43/99 ARTICLE 2 - Accept RULES FOR GAME FAMILY LOTUS, LOTO DE SALON OR LOTO BINGO, which as ANNEX I is an integral part of this. ARTICLE 3rd - By SUBGERENCIA SECRETARIA DIRECTORY, sign up and report and publish yourself in OFFICIAL BOLETIN and ORDER OF THE DAY.
Please contact the operator's agents and all MANAGEMENTS on the MANAGEMENT market. Executed, file. Kdor. ROBERTO ARMANDO LOPES, President, Loteria Nacional S.E. - Dr. ANDRES CIMADEVILLA, Vice President, Loteria National S.E. - Dr. ALBERTO MARIO ARMENTANO, Director of
Secretario, Loteria National S.E. - Cdor. MARIO PRUDKIN, Director, Lotera Nacional S.E. - Dr. Hernan A. DIES, Director, Lotera Nacional S.E. INDICE ARTICLE 1o: Definition. ARTICLE 2nd Game Description: Elements of Bingo ARTICLE 3rd: Prize Program ARTICLE 4o: Game Resolution, Well
Description and GAME Type ARTICLE 5o: ARTICLE 6o Game Registration: ARTICLE 7o Game Registration: ARTICLE 8o Deposits: ARTICLE 9o: Article 9o: Article 10: Article 10: Article 1: Article 1 Advertising 1o: Commercial promotions and games with additional PRIZES ARTICLE 12o: Article 13th
Hours: ADMISSION and exclusion mode ARTICLE 14o: ARTICLE 15o: From ARTICLE 16o: ARTICLE 17o Fault and Sanctions: Annex I REGULATION For THE GAME OF FAMILY LOTO, LOTO DE SALON OR LOTO BINGO ARTICLE 1st - DEFINITION DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME: It's called Family
Lotus or Loto de Sal'n or Loto Bingo to Lotus Mode, approved by Decree No. 1080/90 and its distribution approved by Decree No. 1772/92 , consisting of a lottery played on (90) ninety numbers from (1) one to (90) ninety inclusive, or the number of numbers and numerical universe set by the S.E. National
Lottery. ARTICLE 2nd - ELEMENTS OF THE BINGO GAME: Cartons: Cardboard will consist of (15) fifteen different numbers that are distributed in 3 (three) horizontal lines (5) five numbers each and in (9) nine columns and in any of which can be (3) three, (2) two, or (1) number, but never a column may
not have a number. Tickets will only be valid for one game, 20 visible place of the same serial number, the amount of cardboard in the series, the total number of boxes that make up the series and the cost of cardboard. The series consists of 5,832 boxes. For better visualization, the definition of values
will be done through colors, according to the following detail: Color Box Sum Celeste $1. - Green $2. - Orange $3. - Salmon $4. - Violet $5. - Ohra Brown $10. - Yellow No value - yellow boxes with no specified value will be sold for special items or in the circumstances that LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. des
fit. To this end, LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. may, at the request of the Operator, authorize their value by adjusting them solely to one of the values set on a scale above the detailed or exclusive one that can be estimated at PESOS CUCINENTA ($50). Box values should be displayed on billboards with
appropriate color. LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. will establish the specifications of the manufacturer, safety and format of the box. They will be made of material that allows you to be marked by players. They will be supplied directly by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. or by a person appointed for this purpose; also
to determine the distribution and control procedure for its sale by taking over the Agent Operator at 50% of its value. Ticket sales will be in cash or other means authorized by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. . Those boxes that have defects or printing failures will be removed from sale, either in isolation or in a
full series and will be reflected in reports identified by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. as unsold boxes. The boxes will be put up for sale correlatedly, according to the number of order cards in each of the series. Ticket sales for each item, depending on the value chosen for it, will start interchangeably, with the
number one in the series, when the new one is launched or with the number after the last cardboard sold in the previous title, in which the same cardboard value was used, regardless of whether it was on the same day or another previous one. If the number of tickets in the series for sale, whether or not it
starts, for the number one series is not enough to meet the demand of the players, the tickets of the new series will be put up for sale, provided that the requirements described below are met: the second series to be used should be the same cost as the first. The sale of this second series will begin with
the number one of them. When buying tickets, players acquire the right to participate in the game in accordance with the current rules, and where it is applicable to the collection of the relevant prizes, and where this corresponds to the full refund of the money paid, in cancellation of the game. Card
numbers can be marked by players as balls are removed, singed and illuminated on the respective posters or through the computer system provided for this purpose. The winning tickets will be checked in the form set out in Article 5 of GAME RULES. Viewing and listening systems: This will be a must-
have: CCTV, which guarantees players viewing balls that are removed during the game; to do this, the camera must constantly focus on the location of these cameras, the image collected by all the television monitors distributed in the room. As a supplement will be numerical panels that allow you to
visualize information about wells in the game, from/to the box on the market in the current game, numbers as they are extracted, sing and illuminated. There will be sound amplification and distribution equipment that provides the perfect voice hearing or singing numbers extracted throughout the room. All
of these systems must be distributed in a room in sufficient quantities to provide visibility and hearing to players from all sectors of the room. Sorter or Binger: It can be a type of bass drum, pneumatic, electromechanical or mechanical, provided that it guarantees the randomness of the game. A container
containing 90 (ninety) balls should be transparent. A set of pens: It will consist of 90 (ninety) units, each of which is printed on its surface, an indelible, corresponding number, which should be perfectly visible through television receivers. The ball set should be used to a maximum of two thousand five
hundred (2500) games; however, its change will be made when it is confirmed that any of them are not in perfect condition. The change of the pere of the bolillas should instead be notified by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., the relevant protocols should be completed through the staff of this public society
allocated in the House. Each agent-operator must display a certificate issued by the supplier of the balls of his sorter, containing the maximum number of draws that can be used. The certificate issued by the supplier and the pens to be used must be approved by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. without such
permission, implying the exemption of the supplier from liability. The confiscated pens must be sent to LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. for destruction. Foreclosure Coupons: A pro-moderate coupon of a certain value, set by the Operator's Agent and previously approved and authorized by Lotera Nacional S.E.,
which is offered for special goods redeemable for bingo cards depending on the value of the coupon. In the It should consist of: the total value of the coupon, the date of the draw, the completion time, the distribution of prizes, the unit of value of the cardboard of this item and the number of cards to be
repaid, the fantasy name bingo room and the legend that states the following: Bingo XXX makes contributions to public good entities through Loteria National S.E., and it must be initiated by authorized staff belonging to LOTERIAIONAL NAC. : In each game, the percentage for prizes will be SIXTY AND
FOUR PERCENT (64%) on the collection of ticket sales, which will be distributed on the following details: the proceeds from the sale of tickets will be distributed and applied as follows: To pay the prize Bingo: 47%. To pay the Prize Line: 6%. To form a super bingo bank: 1%. To form an accumulated well:
4%. For the formation of the Reserve Fund is good: 6%. The formed Reserve well will be used for immediate recombonation of the accumulated well, being 70% for it, and the remaining 30% to make up the new Reserve well. In all games, except for special games, a prize called Mini Well will be
introduced into the game, the sum of which will be FIVE INTEREST (5%) well accumulated and to be deducted from the total reserve amount well. The fee for the sale of ransom coupons, for special items, will be distributed as follows: To pay the bingo prize: 56%. To pay the Prize Line: 8%. It is noted
that The Accumulated Well, Mini Well, or Super Bingo are not called into play in these games. Prizes are paid in cash or by cheque on the order of the winner, when required by the winner, or where required under applicable law. The holder of the awarded card will be eligible for the prize after the relevant
checks, at the end of the game or until the end of the day, after which there will be a requirement of eligibility for the prize. After the relevant checks are carried out by correspondence of the collection of the prize, the identification element (Witness) will be left before the owners of the awarded cardboard
(s). Once all relevant prizes are paid, payments to be made in respect of the delivery of the relevant card, the operator must have enough staff to develop the procedure without unnecessary delays in the development of the game, the new game can be launched. The last mention is excluded from games
in which special prizes hang in the game for their programming or those in which payment requires a different operation than usual (prizes in the form). Prizes not charged will be included in the LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. budget at the time and form determined in this. Teh Laureates should not have any
violations, so they can be perfectly defined. The National Lottery and the Operator Agent are not responsible for the loss, subtraction and/or deterioration of the awarded branches, which is the sole responsibility of the owner of the same. If there is more than one winning combination in any of the prizes,
the amount of each prize will be split equally between the players who are eligible for it. ARTICLE 4o - RESOLUTION OF THE GAMES, DESCRIPTION OF POZOS AND TYPES OF GAMES: LINE: The line will be understood as formed when (5) the five numbers that make up it have been extracted,
provided that no other line sung above has been awarded. A valuable (horizontal) line can be in any of the three that form cardboard (top, central or bottom) where there may be one or more winners. BINGO: Bingo will be considered formed when (15) fifteen numbers that make up cardboard have been
extracted where there may be one or more winners. SUPER BINGO: It will be played every (12) twelve games. The winner will be the participant who receives Bingo during the first (50) fifty extractions from each Super Bingo game. In (4) the last four games of the day, this prize will be played by
increasing the cap on the loot according to the following scale: Anteantepen'ltima game of the day: (51) fifty-one extractions; Last game of the day: (52) fifty-two disposals; The penultimate game of the day: (53) fifty-three prey; Last game of the day: No butt, free booty until there are one or more winners. If
there is a winner in any of the games where the prize is played, the result of applying 1%, according to Article 3 (1) (a), will be included in the formation of a new super Bingo pot, so often necessary until the last game of the day. ACCUMULATED POST: He will play in all games of the day except for
special games, agreeing when the player sings BINGO before extracting the TREINTA number and NINE (39) inclusive. The winners of this prize will also be credited with bingo prize games in question and Super Bingo in case it is in play. TIME MINI POZO: It will play in all games of the day, this is
determined only when the player sings BINGO in the extraction number CUARENTA (40), except for special games. The winners of this prize will also be credited with bingo prize games in question and Super Bingo in case it is in play. RELATED: The formed well is named to recompolop the accumulated
well every time it is provided and will be deducted from it (5%) five percent Mini Well when it's successful. SPECIAL DEPARTURES: Every agent of the operator will be able to organize games Pre-sale of ransom coupons. To do this, you must request permission from LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. in
advance, taking into account the form and manner in which such events will be held. The fee received for the pre-sale of coupons must be included in the interest set in Article 3 of subparagraph (b) to the well of the product, and the Operator must enter unpaid coupons that will be delivered to the L.N.S.E.
Manager before the game is over. INTERCONNECTED ACCUMULATED BINGO. LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E reserves the right to approve and/or create the accumulated Bingo by producing its draw simultaneously in all the included Bingo rooms, through their accession. It could also establish a bonus
programme for a system that was linked to the provinces and in accordance with the agreements it signed with them. For these headlines LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. can install a special print series in which they contain a larger number of boxes to meet the demand for boxes. You can also organize other
types of games for your network of agencies. OTHER MODALITIES LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. has the right to approve and/or implement different lotus bingo conditions, increasing and/or decreasing together or as an alternative, the number of numbers on the cards and/or banknotes and/or mining or
any other alternative. ARTICLE 5o - GAME RULES Before each session, you need to check the proper functioning of the installations and all the game material used. Before ticket sales, series (s) for sale, the cost of them and the number of tickets starting and closing for sale must be announced. The sale
will be initiated through the staff authorized for this purpose by the Operator Agent. When the sale is closed, the number of online prizes, bingo, super bingo, accumulated well, reserve well, Mini Well, serial number and /or series and the number of tickets sold must be reflected on TV screens and/or
indicator posters. Without compromising this, the Agent-operator, through his competent staff, will voice the above. After these operations, such personnel will announce: The total number of XXX boxes are sold from the corresponding series (s) using the formula detailed below: Boxes are sold from the
series or series number XXX, from the number XXX to the number XXX. Then the game number XXX will start from now on the balls will be extracted sequentially, the number of which will be announced by the sound system displayed simultaneously on screens and glowing panels. Only after each
number has been retrieved, voiced and lit, can it be valid and, if necessary, marked by the player on cardboard. In the items, with the exception of special items with pre-sale of ransom coupons, must be mentioned, upon arrival of extraction TREINTA AND NINE (39) even in the case of accumulated well;
FORTY (40) inclusive for mini-well and FIFTY (50) even for Super Bingo, the following: Xxxx balls were sung. Any Bingo in the room? It should be noted that in the particular case of Super Bingo the mining limit will be increased in accordance with the provisions of Article 4, the name SUPER BINGO. The
game will be interrupted when the player sings Line or Bingo in a loud voice and makes their success known in some way; in this case, the authorized staff will begin the inspection. The winning box will also be played through television monitors to let the public know. Displaying matrix cardboard to anyone
who asks for it will be mandatory. This verification operation will be repeated with all cards eligible for the prize. Once the existence of the award-winning cardboard is proven, a question will be loudly asked through the authorized staff as to whether there is any other winning combination; corresponds, the
game will resume or be discontinued. Once the game is closed, the right to claim the prize entered into the game will be voided. If the test is checked in the development of the player's failures or inaccuracies in any of the cardboard numbers, the game will continue until the winner occurs. During the
development of the games, public entry into the room where the game takes place will not be allowed. The last game will be explicitly announced to players and cannot be launched or terminated under any circumstances after the maximum time allowed. All operations required to implement the bingo
game will be carried out in the eyes of players who can make requests for information or claims that they deem appropriate, provided that this does not mean interruption of the game and is carried out within the rules of morality and good customs. The player can write this down in the complaint book
included for this purpose loTERIA NACIONAL S.E. ARTICLE 6o - REGISTRATION OF THE GAMES Development of each day will be reflected in the form made by computer systems and tools, detailing the game by game and correlated draw number, date, serial number or series put up for sale, cost of
each box, number of cards sold, number of cards in default, total collection Planned prizes and their sums; in this case, the sheets must be pre-folios and are marked by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., and the Agent-Operator must act after his protection. Forms must record prizes paid and for the assumption
of accumulated bingo, data for each award-winning player. In addition, all forms must be visas official LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., who is prominent in the room, which with his signature must form all registrations. ARTICLE 7 - DEPOSITS LOTO BINGO operators contribute the amounts received as a
result of interest set in subparagraphs 2); 3); 4); and (6) Article 1 of Decree No. 1772/92, as well as the corresponding amounts set out in Articles 3 (5) and 13 present, on the first business day after the closing day of the relevant meeting of the game. The deposit must be made exclusively in the account
No. 780/21 of the Bank of Argentina -Casa Central- or which in the future determines LOTERIA NACIONAL SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO. Daily apply as a compensatory allowance to non-term deposits, a passive rate published by the Central Bank of Argentina (B.C.R.A.) or determined in the future. In this
case, it is necessary to enter at the time of payment along with the appropriate deposit, co-payments calculated in accordance with this article. Non-compliance with the deposits provided in subparagraph (1) of this article leads to the application of sanctions under Article 16 of the Regulation. Proof of the
deposit must be presented to the directors of management and control of NATIONAL LOTERIA SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO by introducing its photocopy in the management of the atecitat, as well as a letter detailing the concepts he understands. ARTICLE 8 - FISCAL-ICION Y CONTROLS: Lotera
Nacional S.E. has the exercise and power of police power in matters of play and use of it, has exceptional powers: Conduct checks and/or audits that it dees is suitable for control of activities. You need a private physical space that will be used exclusively by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. Control employees
through an online system that allows you to monitor activities that take place in the playroom. This computer tool should have the following function: a server hub located in each game room that must be connected to a central server installed in a building in that state society. It is also noted that the
necessary system includes equipment and software that will be implemented in the National Lottery and in the rooms of Loto Bingo. The proposal should address the need for continuous continuous work. All equipment must be provided by the Operator's Agent. ARTICLE 9 - LEAVING CANCELLATION
Determined cancellation of the game on failed cards, malfunction in the binger, malfunction in the balls, inconvenience in the control table, problems with the computer and/or video system, voice error of the extracted numbers and all the facts are not this article will take the following steps: Employees
appointed by Lottery National Sociedad del Estado must check: Payment of prizes to which players have become creditors before the cancellation time of the game. Return the full amount of cards to players or their equivalent. Complete the Procedure form for this purpose in the triple version, which is
based on the cancellation of the product, with comments that will be included in the distribution of its copies: Original: Duplicate Bingos Department: Triplicate Operator Agent Agent Agent: Audit/Supervisor of group ARTICULO 10 - ADVERTISING Operators Can advertise cameras for better product
management. This is the exclusive and exclusive power of LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. to authorize and approve campaigns, actions, delivery of low-cost merchandising or promotion of an advertising order that the operator wants to perform, for which projects must be submitted in advance, which can be
at least FIFTEEN (15) working days. In addition, if necessary, they can be planned and developed in accordance with the requirements and requirements of this state-owned company. Advertising can be used using labels, information screens installed outside the premises, which have the appropriate
municipal rating. If the Operator Agent wishes to advertise by third parties or third parties on the premises, he must submit it for approval and permission from LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. within a specified time frame, which may be at least FIFTEEN (15) working days. LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. reserves
the right to advertise its own, commercial and/or institutional advertising on Bingo maps, CCTV or audio and/or signage in the room and/or places of access to it. Any advertising activity not provided directly must have prior approval and permission from LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. ARTICLE 11 -
COMMERCIAL PROMOTIONS AND PARTIES WITH ADDITIONAL AWARDS OPERATORS may hold commercial promotions and/or games with additional prizes associated with the best product management in the rooms, after the authorization and approval of LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. ARTICLE 12 -
SCHEDULES. Bingo rooms will run for at least 10 hours a day. This schedule will be conveniently displayed inside the rooms. Operators must comply with all applicable laws on how to work, municipal and any other form in matters of working time. The opening and closing times of the cameras, as well as
the approximate schedules of each day's first and final departure, will be approved and approved by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. Any changes in this communication the Operator Agent must submit for approval and permission LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., up to TREINTA (30) days. ARTICLE 13 -
ADMISSION AND EXCLUSION MODE. Set the correct camera access value in two WEIGHTS ($2.00), TEN PERCENT (10%) calculated at the price above, will be in line with LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., and must be deposited into the account specified for this purpose in the time frame set out in article
7o (1) The Operator Is responsible for exercising the right of ADMISION and EXCLUSION of the BINGO ROOM without compromising the authority of Loter'a Nacional S.E. officials to exercise this right, directly or at the request of the operator. Staff appointed by the Operator must, if necessary, maintain
order in the premises, require the abandonment of the premises to persons who cause disturbances or participate in the game irregularly. 47 For this requirement, the following must be actioned: ACCESS NOT FREE Entry to BINGO ROOMS is prohibited: Children under the age of eighteen (18) years.
For those banned from entering LOTERIA NACIONAL SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO as an enforcement authority. Participants who refused to provide identity documents when doubts were raised about the situation, assuduing it in the previous paragraph. It is assumed that those who are believed to be
under the influence of any substance that alters behaviour deemed normal are under the influence of their behaviour. Any person found to be carrying a weapon or elements of any nature capable of carrying out violence without permission. EXCLUSION CAUSALES OPERATOR Agent may provide a
PART EXCLUSIVE, between ninety (90) and one hundred and eighty (180) days of persons in the wards, if the following facts are found: They have abusive treatment and/or verbal and/or physical aggression against any official of LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., an employee of the operator of the agent or a
person of the public or the player or promotes themselves or incites third parties to commit a disturbance. OPERATOR AGENT can provide a PART of the EXCLUSIVE, from one hundred and eighty (180) to three hundred and sixty (360) days of persons in the wards, if the following facts are found: they
will carry out or attempt to carry out transactions of sale or exchange, furniture, real estate or any other property in the Chamber. OPERATOR AGENT may have ANUND, individuals in the cells to find the following facts: They are appropriate or trying to attach CARTONES intended for the game. To act in
violation of these Rules, which have been construed as alleged criminal. They had at their disposal any element that, according to suitable operator AGENT personnel, could eventually be used to commit fraud or similar offences computerized machines for the game. They committed facts that attack acts
of morality and good customs. The instructions made by THE ACTERIMIK officers intended to perform security and surveillance functions in the cells and/or officials of LOTERIA NATIONAL SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO are not complied with. They engage in any other conduct that does not cover previous
paragraphs, but at the discretion of the AUTHORIZED agent to determine whether an exception is necessary. AUTOEXCLUSION Persons who intend to have their entry into the playroom limited entering the playroom must ask OPERATOR AGENT to self-exclude them, the latter having to complete the
Voluntary Exclusion Act detailing the nominee data of the person and which the applicant must sign up to, explicitly clarifying that the self-exclusion stated above, is solely for the camera in which it is carried out. EXCLUSION FORM Verified by operator AGENT and/or officials of LOTERIA NACIONAL
SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO that a person's conduct violates or may violate any of the items mentioned above, operator AGENT staff will proceed to make a NOTICE ACT tripLICADO in which he will be aware that he should be removed from the site immediately considering his position as a PREVENTIVE.
Excluded are given a period of ten (10) working days to learn about the items collected, taken into account when taking the above precautionary measure and accepting the relevant reservation. The above-mentioned ASTA will be followed by the Head and, otherwise, the head of LOTERIA NACIONAL
S.E. and, if necessary, witnesses, given the importance of misconduct. The original will be available to OPERATOR AGENT, a duplicate for LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., and the triple will be delivered to the excluded. OF EXCLUSION TERM After OPERATOR AGENT provides for a period during which the
sanction must comply with the expulsion, it will notify it and send LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. a copy of the resolution that defined the measure. ARTICLE 14 - LOCAL CONDITIONS Bingo rooms are called to rooms designed to practice this game. Additional services, such as confectionery, bar, kitchen or
other, may be provided, always with the prior permission of LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., without compromising which it must be qualified to service the items described. ARTICLE 15 - STAFF staff performing in bingo rooms must comply with the conditions required by applicable law; OPERATOR AGENT
must comply with the provisions of the person in the contract, timely signed with LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E. Staff in in the bingo room you are not allowed to participate in anything, directly or through third parties, or lend to players, or drink alcoholic beverages for several hours of service. ARTICLE 16 -
REGIMEN OF FAILURES AND SANCTIONS TIPIFICATION OF FAILURES: Non-compliance registered with gambling operators as well as in deposits under Article 7.7(1). Weaknesses in the level of quality benefit. Problems with the simultaneous public or audit staff of LOTERIA NACIONAL SOCIEDAD
DEL ESTADO. Non-compliance with rules set by OFFICIAL ORGANISMS or ENTITIES that relate to the activities they perform. Non-compliance with any instructions given in the documented form of LOTERIA NATIONAL SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO. Non-pre-provided supporting documentation confirming
compliance with the provisions of the resolutions dictated by these NATIONAL LOTERIA SOSEDAD DEL ESTADO. SANCTIONS OPERATOR AGENT OF THE LOTO-BINGO ROOMS in the development of the operation, will incur any of the alleged faults, the following sanctions can be passed: the first
fault will be APERCIBIMIENTO. The first relapse is SECOND APERCIBIATION. The second recidivism should be a penalty of one (1) to TEN (10) UNITS OF MULTAS, in accordance with the essence of the error, the creation of UNIT OF MULTA (U.D.M.) in (3000.-) THREE THOUSANDS WEIGHTS. For
the purposes of the period to be considered to exclude the fine, SIX (6) MONTHS prior to the violation and its repeated violations, if any, are taken into account during this period. It has been established that this is any of the punishable conduct, ACTA will have drafted the case under the present through
the staff of LOTERIA NACIONAL SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO. The ACTA mentioned in the previous subparagraph should lead to the initiation of administrative proceedings and contain: 6.1 As much data or information as possible. 6.2 Circumstances of time, mode and place. 6.3 Subscribe to the official OF
LOTERIA NACIONAL SOSYED DEL ESTADO, representative of AGENT OPERATOR AND informants and/or witnesses, if any, indicating whether someone refuses to subscribe. ACTA and evidence, if any, will be upgraded to DIRECTORY LOTERIA NACIONAL SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO through
AREA OF ORGANICA, which is responsible for controlling CONCESSIONAIRE, with reasonable opinion. DIRECTORY NATIONAL LOTERIA SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO must submit an opinion on the actions of OPERATOR AGENT for a period of five (5) days of HABILES, the period during which it is 48
must make an appropriate discharge, and should, if possible, offer all the evidence that it considers adjusted and contributes to its rights. Operator AGENT discharge and with conclusion Areas that must be intervened in accordance with a subject that includes a proven violation and with the opinion of
MANAGEMENT JURIDICOS AFFAIRS, DIRECTORY OF NATIONAL LOTERIA SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO must subscribe to RESOLUTION or PROVISIONS, which it deems appropriate, and the period mentioned in subparagraph (d) of this article must be taken into account to exclude the sanction.
Notified that it was RESOLUTION or PROVISIONS OPERATOR AGENT must have FIVE (5) HABILES DAYS to submit a reservation or request a review of the measure. REVOCATION OF AUTHORIZATION ENUMERATION: The following grounds for revoking the permit issued by OPERATOR AGENT
for the operation of lotO-BINGO: When reviewing any OPERATOR AGENT maneuvers related to money laundering and/or drug trafficking. Retribution of information or obstruction of audits, which at the discretion of LOTERIA NACIONAL SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO are sufficient grounds for registering
repeated cases in these aspects and for what has been authorized before. Do not integrate, update, update or update the insurance and/or guarantees provided for the appropriate permission and/or expansion of the farm when they are officially close to it. Perform any ardid designed to deflect bets to
create an underground and/or parallel game, without compromising any litigation that may apply. Use any element associated with creating games in your favor or your employees that alters the random state of those. We perform any recreational activity not authorized by LOTERIA NATIONAL
SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO, or any other activity that, regardless of its nature, departs from the facility. Do not deposit interest set in sub-points (2); 3); 4); Article (1) Decree No. 1772/92. EXTENSION AND / /OR MODIFICATION OF THIS REGIMEN RESERVATION OF RIGHTS: LOTERIA NATIONAL
SOCIEDAD DEL ESTADO reserves the right to extend or change this regime of shortcomings and sanctions in accordance with the evolution of activity. ARTICLE 17 - GENERAL PROVISIONS In the event of silence and, as appropriate, the rules for lotums LOTO, LOTERIA, LA quinieLA or any other
administrative decision notified by LOTERIA NACIONAL S.E., apply as an alternative. e. 31/8 No 522.506 v. 31/8/2006 Return programa para hacer loteria personalizada. programa para hacer loteria personalizada online
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